Chapter II

(In)equality of human beings: eternal — premodern, modern and postmodern — or outdated legal idea?

Jasminka Hasanbegović

This paper focuses on the idea of legal equality, but first and foremost on the idea of legal equality of human beings. The idea of equality lies at the core of the idea of justice, more precisely it lies at the core of every idea, conception or notion, let alone theory of justice.¹ Namely, justice demands that equals are treated equally, and unequals unequally. This is why justice is more than equality. Equality demands that equals should be treated equally, and justice not only explicitly demands that the unequals are treated unequally, but also inherently requires two other things: on one hand, the differentiation between essential and non-essential (in)equalities, and on the other hand proportionality, proportional action, proportion in treating essential (in)equalities. Hence, equality by itself can be absolute, while equality as a core part of the notion of justice must be also relative, precisely due to being subject to comparison and grading.² Although it may sound paradoxically, it is here, in this very fact of being subject to comparison and grading, that smaller and greater inequalities, as well as smaller and greater equalities stem from! And, although the phrase ‘smaller and greater equalities’ might sound Orwellian, ironic, or even totalitarian — as you like — it still doesn’t

¹ University of Belgrade Faculty of Law.
² Cf. Aristotle, Topics or Topika or Topica, Books II and III; topoi of comparison belong to topoi of accidence.
always have to be so when it is stated that “all animals are equal, but some animals are more equal than the others”, as we are going to see.

When we add fairness (I prefer this colloquial word to the legal term of Latin origin: equity, stemming from ἑπίσκεψις in Ancient Greek), which has been determined since Aristotle as something surpassing justice, namely as justice (i.e. justness) of a specific case, hence (in)equality caused by specific circumstances, then it is clearer that not only equality, but also justice (i.e. justness) can be compared and graded, and, moreover, it enables us to notice the dialectics in the relationship between equality and justice, the dialectics of their universal (or general) and specific (or individual) features, where inequality caused by specific circumstances can lead to something which is better and greater than justice, namely fairness. Such a complex connection between equality and justice results in the fact that, accordingly, on the universal, general level one can say very little about equality and justice, hence raising the question whether two Peters — Westen and Unger — were right when talking about the empty idea of equality, and empty ideas in general, in the context of criticism of the analytic philosophy.

---


4 Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, transl. by W.D. Ross, bk. V, ch. X, §2, §6, §8, 1137b, p. 138–139:

“The same thing, then, is just and equitable, and while both are good the equitable is superior. [...] And this is the nature of the equitable, a correction of law where it is defective owing to its universality”. And in the same chapter in fine: “It is plain, then, what the equitable is, and that it is just and is better than one kind of justice”. The same Aristotle’s thought, if we use word fairness instead of equitable, then reads: “The same thing, then, is just and fair, and while both are good the fairness is superior. [...] And this is the nature of the fair, a correction of law where it is defective owing to its universality”. And in fine: “It is plain, then, what the fair is, and that it is just and is better than one kind of justice”.


Do these two Peters have a point? It seems so. Unger is right when he discusses the emptiness of ideas of analytic philosophy, which by itself deals with nothing ‘concretely substantial’, thus lacking any significant insight into concrete reality. In a way, 34 years later, Unger provides philosophical and epistemological foundations for Westen’s7 critical view of the empty idea of equality based (either consciously or unconsciously) on the analytic philosophy, which has dominated the Anglo-American intellectual world throughout the XX century. However, Westen himself is mistaken in approaching the equality principle in the same manner, as a thousand-years-lasting fixture of western thought, which caused the principle of equality to be empty of content. For, it is precisely through the universalization and generalization which are not based on and connected to unavoidably partial, parochial, specific realities that the content of the equality principle was rendered empty. The principle itself, transformed into a notion, has been analysed logically and conceptually in different branches of analytic philosophy, including analytical legal philosophy, without any linkages to actual reality.8 On the other hand, Westen — seemingly on the tracks of Unger, but actually, in a way anticipating him — considers that the principle of equality, in order to be meaningful, has to incorporate specific external values determining which persons and actions are equal or similar. However, once these external values are established, the very principle of equality becomes redundant, and, moreover, a source of confusion and logical fallacies, so the equality rhetoric should then be abandoned. Hence, Westen is correct that concretely substantial principles of equality are always in a certain manner linked to specific, partial, parochial, concrete realities and, so to speak, contextualized by them; that their meaning is determined by these contexts, i.e. concrete realities. But, Westen refrains from engaging in contextual deconstruction of the content of ideas or principles of legal equality, considering instead that this universal idea empty of any content should be abandoned together with the equality rhetoric. And this is where, in my opinion, Westen is wrong. The equality principle is not an outdated, nor redundant, let alone logically harmful idea in concrete, as well as postmodern reality.

We shall now abandon the analytic philosophy’s theoretical framework and turn to the contrasting framework of continental philosophy, but not the XX century one, nor even modern continental philosophy. We will return to its very foundations. Let us first go back to Aristotle. Why? Because, as we have seen, he explained to us the origin of such dialectic complexity of links between (in)equality, (in)justice and (un)fairness, as well as their universal (or general) and

---

8 For basics of analytical jurisprudence, see Brian H. Bix *Analytical jurisprudence / Analytical legal philosophy*, in: *A Dictionary of Legal Theory*, Oxford University Press, Oxford–New York, p. 6–7. This is the tradition which, according to some, begins with Bentham, continues with Austin, and in the XX century was followed primarily by Hart, and then many others.
concrete (or specific) traits which have presented a stumbling block and a Gordian knot for both Anglo-American analytic philosophy and Anglo-American jurisprudence more than two millennia after Aristotle, as we have been informed by the two Peters. But that is not all. With Aristotle’s help we can gain several more important insights.

The renowned fifth book of Aristotle’s *Nicomachean Ethics* tells us that equality (as ordinary or essential or absolute equality, and as proportionate or relative equality, i.e. proportionality) lies at the core of the idea of justice as a perfect, complete, greatest virtue, or supreme legal value. Justice as a specific type of equality, hence, is stretched between the idea of identity as sameness or identicalness, and the idea of fairness as uniqueness.

Let us first review how equality and identity ‘stretch’ justice. Only the essentially equal or at least essentially similar phenomena are called the same, identical, equitable. This is precisely where the first problem arises. Essence\(^9\) is an inherent principle of phenomena (i.e. beings), which is, in the logical sense, expressed by a definition (i.e. by the closest genus and the specific difference). Essence surpasses all individual phenomena (i.e. individual beings), but it is absent, non-existent outside of those individual beings. Aristotle’s teaching on identity points out another, even greater source of problems.\(^10\) This teaching

---


\(^{10}\) Idem, *Topica*, book VII, especially chapter I. Here Aristotle focuses on three basic types of identity: 1) numerical (which is actually the identity of designations of one single phenomenon, in the same way synonyms signify a single phenomenon, e.g. house and building), 2) specific identity (which is in turn the identity of phenomena, and not of their designations, more precisely the identity according to species, e.g. Tutsi and Hutu — two different peoples, i.e. two different types of ethnic groups both in Burundi and Rwanda), and 3) generic identity (which is also the identity of a phenomenon, and not of its designations, but in this instance the identity by genus, e.g. a black and a white may designate identity of two men, or two humans, or two horses, or two animals, i.e. a black person and a white horse). When identity is discussed, Aristotle says that the majority of persons refers to the numerical identity which can be: a) nominal (i.e. synonymous identity, for example house and building) or else b) definition identity (square and isosceles right-angled quadrilateral), b) proper identity (man and being capable of laughter) and c) accidental identity (Professor at University of Belgrade Faculty of Law present in Łódź on September 28, 2014 and Jasminka Hasanbegović). We should note that, when it comes to numerical identities (as identities of designations, i.e. meanings of terms) we have two designations (i.e. two terms) and a single concept and a single phenomenon (i.e. being or event or thing), while in the case of specific and generic identity (as identities of beings or phenomena or events or things) we have three designations (i.e. three terms) and three concepts, and two phenomena (or beings or events or things). It should also be noted that out of four numerical identities (as identities of designations, i.e. meanings of terms) only one — definition identity — relates to the essence, or, more precisely, to the designation of the essence of a being or phenomenon or event or thing, and most precisely, to the designation of a total essence of a being, while the other two identities — specific and generic (as identities of beings or phenomena or events or things) refer to the essence too, but only to their respective part of the essence of a being or phenomenon or event or thing. For more on this, see Jasminka Hasanbegović, *Topika i pravo [Topica and Law]*, CID, Podgorica 2000, especially p. 33, 66–67 et passim.
clearly points out the comprehensive ontological and epistemological difficulties and inherent limitations arising in the course of determining and expressing identity, and in that context of equality. These should always be kept in mind, especially in philosophy and jurisprudence.

Now let us address the proportional or relative equality, i.e. proportionality. When a legislator achieves it, namely when it is achieved in a general, abstract manner, we talk about just laws. Of course, this general, abstract proportional equality is only one of the prerequisites of a law’s justness. And when the proportional or relative equality is achieved by a judge in a specific case, in relation to previous, identical or similar court practice cases, we talk about a fair judge. But we have to keep in mind that the specific proportional equality in relation to adjudicated identical or similar court cases remains nothing but one of the conditions a judge needs to meet to be regarded as fair.

And finally, how do equality and fairness ‘stretch’ justice? By placing it between equality as the essence, or at least core, heart of justice, and then, again both equality as qualitative, essential equality of beings (or events, phenomena, things), and equality as quantitative, proportional equality of beings (or phenomena) on one side, and fairness on the other, and more precisely, fairness as uniqueness, as unique justness, which is not only justice, but more than justness in a specific case, precisely because it gives importance to some non-essential but specific circumstances of a being (or phenomenon). This is exactly the dialectics of paradox. And it seems to be the maximum that – on the universal, general, abstract level – can be said about justice set between equality and fairness. Hence the impression of nothing new after Aristotle — not only in theories of justice, but also in its various understandings — is basically correct.

Altogether, even Aristotle’s notions of justice and equality would also be empty ideas if they had been developed only in his fifth book of Nicomachean Ethics, or if we disregard all other Aristotle’s works, especially Politics, and his views on the issue of (in)equality of human beings. Inequality of slaves, barbarians, women, children — both in comparison to each other, as different family or society members, and primarily in relation to the Greeks — is explained by Aristotle as natural, as inequality founded in their unequal, different natures, first and foremost, in the different logos of all these beings, designating simultaneously their language and their reason. Still, some nuances should be highlighted. A reconstruction of Aristotle’s notion of a man in this context would

---

11 Which, as we have seen, represents the mentioned unattainable identity.
12 I.e. because it takes into consideration some non-essential but specific, proper or even accidental traits of the case at hand (or as Aristotle would phrase it: it also takes into consideration some temporary properties and accidentalities).
13 These Aristotle’s attitudes, which have attracted attention of different authorities during more than two millennia, are in more detail explained in the first two books of his Politics and then also in his Generation of Animals (bks. I, II, VI) and History of Animals (book IX).
show that for him a man is a Greek (and not a barbarian), a male (and not woman), an adult (and not a child). This is especially important if we recall that for him slaves are “living tools”, that “barbarians and slaves have the same nature”, that “women possess logos, but lack the authority, and children lack a complete logos”. So, if we accept for Aristotle a man (i.e. human being) is an adult Greek male, then we can state that Aristotle advocates the equality of all men (human beings). Moreover, a few more nuances need to be taken into account. Aristotle considered that a husband and a wife should live in politeia, i.e. a system of rule appropriate for the free and the equals, but still stated that a woman should not leave female house quarters, maybe because, as it was previously stated, he believed that a woman possessed logos, but lacked authority.

From the contemporary point of view, it could be stated, having in mind not only Aristotle, but almost the entire philosophical thought, that not only the Athenian world (including the period of its democracy), but also the entire Ancient (Greek and non-Greek) world, as well as the entire premodern world in general were ruled by the concept of inequality of human beings — a natural, God-given, or god-ordained as natural inequality of human beings, followed closely by the idea of an entirely natural, God-given legal inequality. This idea was realized in different concrete ways, but was almost exclusively taken as unquestionable. It is also necessary to underline that the idea or notion of man in premodern era was very limited in scope and abounding in content, which made conditions that somebody first had to fulfil in order to be considered as and called a man, like it was demonstrated on Aristotle’s example.

This makes it necessary to mention at least briefly a few rare but precious exemptions: sophists Hippias, Antiphon and Alcidamas, and Stoics, as proponents of exactly opposite idea to that which will be prevalent in Europe after them, namely to Christian idea of (in)equality. For, when discussing legal equality of humans, it can be stated that during the entire premodern era, not only in specific social realities, but in the world of ideas as well, almost nothing happened from the aforementioned ancient exemptions to the French revolution.

---

16 Cf. ibidem, bk. I, ch. XVII, §1 in fine — 1260a11.
20 This is, of course, a rough formulation. It would be more precise to say until Sir Edward Coke and John Locke in theory, and in practice until the English Bill of Rights (1689), Virginia
Hippias of Elis was the first to differentiate between the natural and positive law. Unknown even to the knowledgeable public, he was in early XX century ‘introduced’ to scientific circles as “the ancient Hugo Grotius”. Hippias considered all humans his fellow countrymen, kin and co-citizens by nature, but not according to human laws, since equals are naturally similar, and the human law is tyrannical and often violates the nature. Modern interpretations and understanding of this viewpoint differ, so the question whether Hippias was the first cosmopolitan, more precisely, the first representative of the cosmopolitan worldview, or just one among many Panhellenists — has not been answered in the same manner up till now, but the arguments in Đurić’s research clearly indicate that Hippias was the first jusnaturalist and cosmopolitan, hence a real predecessor of Stoics, if not the first Stoic.

Antiphon has been controversial since Late Antiquity: Are Antiphon the sophist and Antiphon the Rhamnusian, orator and politician, the same person? When the fragments of Antiphon’s work Aletheia (The Truth) were discovered in early XX century among accidentally unearthed papyri in Egypt as the only original document containing the sophistic teaching on natural law, the question of Antiphon or Antiphons gained importance again and the vivid discussion continued in the current century. Antiphon explicitly states that the differentiation between good and bad families, i.e. between aristocracy and plebeians is quite barbaric, and, in his opinion, it is the characteristic of the existing legal order of positive law, since all people, Greeks as well as barbarians, are perfectly equal. Biological equality, according to him, requires legal equality by regulating interpersonal relations.

Declaration of Rights (1776), North-American Bill of Rights (1789) and the French Declaration on the Rights of Man and Citizen (of the same year, 1789), which were very influential, model legislation of the time.

21 In his writings on the Greek Enlightenment (VII–V century BC), which starts with the Presocratics and continues with Socrates and the sophists, Johannes Geffcken has called Hippias ‘the ancient Hugo Grotius’, comparing him to ‘the father of modern natural law’. See, Johannes Geffcken, Die griechische Aufklärung, “Neue Jahrbücher für das klassische Altertum” 1923, Bd. 51–52, p. 15–31, especially p. 23.


24 Ibidem, p. 239–243. It should be also added that this discussion endures in the XXI century in new books. Thus, Michael Gagarin, a renowned contemporary expert in the Ancient Greek law, rhetoric, literature and philosophy, presents in his book Antiphon the Athenian: Oratory, Law and Justice in the Age of the Sophists, University of Texas Press, Austin 2002 — the arguments in favour of identifying Antiphon the Sophist as Antiphon the Rhamnusian, while Gerard Pendrick provides in his book, published that same year, Antiphon the Sophist: The Fragments, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 2002 — arguments that Antiphon the Sophist and Antiphon Rhamnusian are two different persons, and provides the new edition of and commentary on the fragments attributed to the Sophist.

According to Antiphon’s exceptionally individualistic, humanistic, democratic and cosmopolitan doctrine, his understanding of natural law was as reformatory and revolutionary as Hippias’, what Đurić has convincingly demonstrated. In contrast to brute force and mere sanction of human laws, and in contrast to the divisions of human beings into rich and poor, Greeks and barbarians, divisions that are introduced by these human positive laws, Antiphon’s Truth proclaims freedom of individuals and equality of human beings.²⁶

Finally, when discussing sophists, we should also mention Alcidamas of Elaea because of his famous view which elevates legal equality of humans to the level of a well-founded principle, and which states: “God has created all humans free. Nature made nobody a slave”.²⁷

Since cosmopolitism is a characteristic feature of the entire stoic social philosophy from the birth of stoicism in Athens with Zeno of Citium in late IV and early III century BC until Justinian’s ban on all pagan philosophical schools in 529 AD we should remind us on this occasion of what Epictetus told us and Diogenes Laertius spread later on, namely, that long ago, at the very beginning of the establishing of the stoic school, Laertius’ famous namesake, stoic Diogenes of Sinope, had stated: “I am neither Athenian nor Corinthian. I am a citizen of world — a kosmopolites”²⁸ And Epictetus himself later stated: “a man is no longer a man if he is separated from other men. For what is a man? A part of a state, of that first which consists of Gods and of men; then of that which is called next to it, which is a small image of the universal state”.²⁹

Having in mind that sophists did not share a single harmonized worldview, but quite the opposite, held not only diverging but completely opposed opinions, the stoicism can be considered the first school of philosophy establishing the principle of legal equality of humans, and founding it on equal human nature of all individuals regardless of their potential differences. This contribution of stoics to the political thought is considered their greatest and deepest.³⁰

Stoic worldview with its central idea of human equality did not only last for a long time as a school of philosophy — more than eight centuries — but was also quite widespread both in Greece and Hellenistic world in general, as well as subsequently in the Roman Empire. Of course, it is impossible to estimate how influential it would have been if the Christian worldview had not suppressed it owing to the aforementioned Justinian’s legal ban in 529. Still, it

can unquestionably be stated that the early Christian thought borrowed and used many central stoic ideas, philosophical concepts and even terms.\textsuperscript{31}

Though it can be asserted that Christianity — unlike other religions at the time — represented the first universalistic religion and preached the equality of all humans: Jews, Greeks, Romans, poor, rich, women, men, it preached the equality of all before God, in (His) Final Judgement, and not the equality according to human laws, i.e. not the equality before human laws, or courts and tribunals. Throughout the centuries, the relationship of Christianity towards the state authorities has been expressed by Jesus Christ’s famous saying: “Render unto Caesar”. That means: “Render unto Caesar the things that are Caesar’s; and unto God the things that are God’s”\textsuperscript{32}. As it is well known, during the course of its history, Christianity split into different confessions, i.e. churches, but the attitude towards the legal equality of human beings according to human, i.e. terrestrial laws (\textit{per leges terrenae or per leges terrae}) has remained essentially unchanged. In that sense, the historically recent attitudes of protestant, and Roman catholic church, i.e. the Vatican (but not only them) towards Nazism and similar governments and legal orders, e.g. in Croatia at that time, or elsewhere, represent a special problem.\textsuperscript{33} Hence, it seems that, in the period after World War II, the views of different Christian and all other confessions or churches on terrestrial legal (in)equality of human beings should be evaluated on the basis of their attitude towards human rights. But, this is a vast topic that cannot be opened on this occasion.\textsuperscript{34}

Is it so, that nothing has really happened after the aforementioned three sophists (Hippias, Antiphon and Alcidamas) and Stoics until the American and French revolution and their constitutions and Declarations of Rights? Is it so, that

\textsuperscript{31} For more on this, see the standard work on historical, social, political, cultural, religious, philosophical and other relevant backgrounds of the birth of Christianity: Everett Ferguson, \textit{Backgrounds of Early Christianity}, (1st 1987) 3rd expanded & revisited ed., William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, Grand Rapids, MI 2003, p. 3 sqq. et passim, especially p. 354–369.

\textsuperscript{32} In Gospel by Matthew (22:15–22), Mark (12:13–17) and Luke (20:20–26), as well as in non-canonical Gospel by Thomas (100).


\textsuperscript{34} On that topic, see some relevant ‘BCMS’ literature in our (Bosnian-Croatian-Montenegrin-Serbian) language: Enes Karić (prir.), \textit{Ljudska prava u kontekstu islamsko-zapadne debate [Human Rights in the Context of Islamic-Western Debate]}, Pravni centar, Sarajevo 1996; Eliezer Papo (prir.), \textit{Judaizam i ljudska prava [Judaism and Human Rights]}, Pravni centar, Sarajevo 1998; Velimir Blažević (prir.), \textit{Ljudska prava i Katolička crkva [Human Rights and Catholic Church]}, Pravni centar, Sarajevo 2000.
neither in the history of the idea of legal equality nor in social practice nothing has really happened during this period of twelve and a half centuries? This could almost be accepted as such. For, the idea of terrestrial equality of men before the law and courts flared up for a moment in the Antiquity, and then was transcended by the Christianity to the State of God, so it reappeared in the earthly domain only in the modern age, now as an important, essential feature, criterion of modernity, and only then did it start to be slowly and arduously implemented in practice, in reality.

However, the idea of legal equality — as idea of equality of men before the law and courts — did not appear out of thin air in the modern times, nor were the aforementioned twelve and a half centuries just a river of time whose flow brought nothing. There is a legal, political, social and cultural event deserving of our full attention. Not because of what it meant on that day, June 15, 1215, when John Lackland met his 25 barons (and 12 bishops and 20 abbots who served as witnesses) at Runnymede, on the bank of Thames near Windsor Castle, but primarily due to what it has been meaning for the centuries afterwards. The event in question is, of course, the signing of *Magna Carta Libertatum*. As the first document imposed on a king by his feudal subjects attempting to limit by law his power, and to protect their proper rights, the Great Charter of the Liberties of England has only subsequently, during its long and complex history, become an important part of the modern constitutionalisation of government, a precursor of human rights, and a legal model even outside of England. As Lord Denning declared, *Magna Carta Libertatum* was “the greatest constitutional document of all times — the foundation of the freedom of the individual against the arbitrary authority of the despot”.

From the perspective of equality, the most important, and still valid, is the provision 29 (and later 39 and 40), which states:

Nullus liber homo capiatur, vel imprisonetur, aut disseisiatur, aut utlagetur, aut exuletur, aut aliquo modo destruat ur, nec super eum ibimus, nec super eum mittemus, nisi per legale judicium parium suorum vel per legem terre.
Nulli vendemus, nulli negabimus, aut differemus rectum aut justiciam.

No free man shall be seized or imprisoned, or stripped of his rights or possessions, or outlawed or exiled, or deprived of his standing in any other way, nor will we proceed with force against him, or send others to do so, except by the lawful judgement of his equals or by the law of the land.
To no one will we sell, to no one will we deny or delay right or justice.

But who is liber homo, freeman? In 1215, only a King’s subject who is a feudal noble: a baron, an earl or a lord, or a male offspring of theirs — but naturally

---

neither an ordinary man, nor serf — was a freeman, liber homo referred to by Magna Carta Libertatem. However, it was already by the law adopted in 1354 that the provision 29 was revised, and then freeman became simply a man, i.e. man of whatever estate or condition he may be, and the phrase on ‘due process of law’ for lawful judgement of his peers or the law of the land was added to the text of the provision. Hence, it is no surprise that already Sir Edward Coke tried to deny the King’s sovereign rights by invoking the Great Charter: “Magna Carta is such a fellow, that he will have no ‘sovereign’”. Coke considered that laws held the absolute power, not the King. We should notice this as a completely modern view: It is not the king who is sovereign, but the laws, namely the legislator, i.e. the Parliament. But, following Coke’s idea that Magna Carta is “a fellow without sovereign”, we reach the postmodern view: Neither the King, nor the laws, i.e. legislator — the Parliament are the ones who are sovereign, but precisely the Magna Carta, namely the rights and liberties of man (later named human rights) that are contained therein (or in any other document).

English constitutionalist ideas, which began as premodern ideas of Magna Carta Libertatum, were gradually developed and amended throughout centuries, and then transplanted during American and French revolution into their constitutions and declarations on rights, and subsequently, during two following centuries, disseminated all around the world. Thus we could draw the conclusion that the principle of legal equality of human beings was also realized without any questions or problems, once it was established, i.e. constitutionalised in modern states. But, it didn’t happen in that way. Nowhere. Here are several examples, just for illustration purposes.

England is considered the cradle of modern democracy. Yet, until 1948 some people were ‘more equal’ than others, namely ‘more equal’ from the aspect of electoral rights. For example, the representatives of bourgeoisie were allowed to enter the House of Commons only after the reform of 1832, and the new reform implemented in 1867 additionally lowered the property qualifications in accordance with a new Law, so a large number of industrial workers received

---

39 Ibidem.
voting rights and a theoretical option to have workers’ representatives in the House of Commons. Voting rights were provided exclusively to men until 1918, when they were awarded to women as well, barring those under the age of 30. It wasn’t until 1928 that the voting rights of men and women were completely equal, and awarded to persons of both sexes above the age of 21. But, it was not until the reform of 1948 that the last cases of double or plural voting right were eliminated, and only then did the voting right in England become completely universal and equal for all.

In spite of the fact that on the issue of legal equality of men and women from the aspect of voting rights, a great library of books could be collected, there would still be many unwritten facets of that topic waiting for research and analysis and deserving them. Hence, we should use this opportunity to name at least some illustrative data. As early as in the 18th (in just a few countries such as Sweden and Poland) and 19th century, voting rights were beginning to be awarded to women, but only if they were taxpayers (either as guild members or widows), or only at local level. It could be stated that Australia was the first country where women — although not Aboriginal ones — were awarded the voting rights at federal level in 1902. With regards to Europe, Finland was the first country to introduce universal, active and passive voting rights in 1906 regardless of a person’s gender, financial situation, race or social position. Some of the countries that follow its example are: 1917 — Poland and Soviet Union; 1918 — Germany; 1920 — USA, after the adoption of the 19th Amendment, although that still did not enable a complete exercise of universal voting rights in that country; 1945 — France and Yugoslavia; 1965 — USA provided universal voting rights in accordance with the Voting Law which prohibits race, gender, education and language based

42 The Representation of the People Act from 1948 abolished the right of university professors and property owners to vote two or more times: in the constituency they live in and in their university’s constituency; or in the constituency they live in and in the constituency they have property; or three times: in the constituency they live in, in the university’s constituency, and in the constituency in which their property is located (of course, if those constituencies are different); as well as any other plural voting rights in general — e.g. in the constituency professor lives in, in his university constituency, and the constituencies in which his properties are located (again, of course, if those are different constituencies). Cf. Hilaire Barnett, Robert Jago, *Constitutional & Administrative Law*, 8th ed., Routledge, Abingdon–New York, 2011, p. 344. It now seems clear where Orwell could also have got his inspiration for all animals being equal, but some more equal than the others on his Animal farm.
43 Miodrag Jovičić, *loc. cit.*
44 The Nineteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution provides: “The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any State on account of sex”.
discrimination in relation to voting rights; 1971 — Switzerland introduced the universal voting rights by including women into electoral processes at federal level, and at cantonal from 1958 to 1990; 2006 and 2011 — United Arab Emirates introduced the limited voting rights for women, and mildly relaxed them, respectively; and 2015 — Saudi Arabia will introduce voting rights for women and allow them to be elected at local level.  

This glance on the issue of achievement of legal equality for all regardless of their gender in the field of election and voting seems to clearly indicate that many more similar efforts will need to be invested in the achievement of the general legal equality principle, which remains one of the foundations and criteria of modernity. But, we should note that even before the biggest part of that modernisation task was completed, new postmodern issues and questions that need to be resolved arose. Let us mention just a few of those related to the legal equality of human beings:

Positive discrimination — or, affirmative action — as a phenomenon of a ‘more equal’ treatment of some groups of people is directly opposite to the principle of (formal) equality of human beings and — only at first glance, paradoxically — represents an attempt to eliminate or at least alleviate as quickly as possible the negative consequences of previously existing and now prohibited discrimination, in the name of justice, fairness and future equality achieved precisely through this unequal treatment, which will in future become unnecessary or at least considerably less necessary.

Legal equality of human beings is expressed indirectly in the international law by the principle of sovereign equality of countries. Postmodern era brings a multitude of new, burning issues that need to be resolved primarily within the framework of international criminal law, but brings also a new type of cosmopolitism appropriate for these times.


Among postmodern issues, those stemming from the attitude towards human homosexuality remain especially important and difficult. Until recently treated as a felony, homosexuality then was transferred into law-free space (in German rechtsfreier Raum), i.e. became something that is not and should not be regulated by legal norms, something legally irrelevant, so that under certain circumstances has to be tolerated. Additional steps forward have recently been taken so that homosexual relationships are afforded legal protection of similar or same nature as the legal regulation of marital bonds. Commonly, legally registered homosexual relationships are not officially called marriages, but in some places such couples are permitted to adopt children.  

Is it possible to have new concepts of equality, fairness, freedom, reasonableness, subject, object, right, responsibility and other basic modern ideas as an articulate system of philosophy, a worldview with consistent legal philosophy appropriate for our time? Of course, but without intending them to express the one and only possible truth and rightness, without empty analytic philosophy ideas, and also empty idea of equality, and with full consciousness of every zoon politikon on their important piece of legal, moral, political and every other responsibility for themselves, their modern democratic polis, i.e. their national state, and their cosmopolis, i.e. mankind, including all (un)bearable legal (in)equalities, all identities and differences. For, every society in its proper time, every generation, hence, human beings are always the ones who fill all the otherwise empty concepts with content, including the concept of legal (in) equality of human beings. Humans are also those who empty the concepts of content not only in philosophy but in practice too. This is precisely why in modern

---


49 On this and other contemporary equality issues in USA, but not from the angle of conservative Supreme Court, than from the angle of constitutional laws of federal states and their supreme courts prone to increasing equality and freedom, see very informative, critical and theoretically well founded book Jeffrey M. Shaman, Equality and Liberty in the Golden Age of State Constitutional Law, Oxford University Press, New York 2008, pp. 269.

50 One, not very successful attempt, is presented in Jürgen Ritsert, Gerechtigkeit. Gleichheit. Freiheit und Vernunft: Über vier Grundbegriffe der politischen Philosophie, Springer, Wiesbaden 2012, pp. 123, but it should be mentioned as an exemplification of what analytic philosophy does in Europe, moreover, in Germany, what is exactly the object of Peter Unger’s criticism because it results in empty ideas, concretely nonsubstantial ideas. As opposed to him, we have Sionaidh Douglas-Scott, Law after Modernity, Hart Publishing, Oxford–Portland, OR 2013, pp. 413, who points out the difficulties, and critically reviews some basic concretely substantial postmodern legal ideas.
democracies people are, and should be held accountable for their decisions. The validity of those decisions can be derived from the majority principle, but that doesn’t make them adequate nor correct. Hence, modern democracy offers no possibility to hide behind the majority, since the majority isn’t *eo ipso* right, and hasn’t *eo ipso* (sovereign) right(s). Precisely therein lies the modernity of the democratic principle. It is much more than the majority principle. Modern democracy is also substantial protection of minorities, substantial protection of not only everyone individually but also of specific minorities. That is to say, it is also concrete substantiality of the idea of (in)equality, identities and differences, and accountability for those concrete substantialities, when we care, and only seemingly paradoxically, even greater accountability when we do not care.
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